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Abstract
Objective: Churn prediction process on telecom industry is performed using background knowledge such as user
information and application oriented constraints with the aim of clustering churn items of telecom communication users.
Methods: This paper proposes Semi-supervised Constraint based Churn Clustering (SCCC) method. Semi-supervised
learning method identifies different types of churns for labelled data items in telecom industry. PCK Mean based
Clusteringwith Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm finds cluster labels and distance metric for easy grouping of
faults set. Similar types of issues are mapped with fast traversal procedure. Constraint based Cluster Membership achieves
effective churns clustering by considering relative pairing of users. Findings: The proposed Semi-supervised Constraint
based Churn Clustering (SCCC) method is implemented by using JAVA language. This JAVA language uses the code to
effectively identify the churns in telecom industry. The SCCC method uses a churn dataset for conducting the experimental
work.Experiment is conducted on the factors such as execution time, accuracy, clustering efficiency and support rate on
predicting the churns in telecom industry. Experimental results show that the proposed Semi-supervised Constraint based
Churn Clustering (SCCC) method out performs than the existing methods. Improvement: Proposed method is able to
minimize the execution time, improve accuracy and clustering efficiency and also increase the support rate on predicting
churns in telecom industry.
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1. Introduction

One of the foremost industries to apply data mining
technique is the telecom industry. This is due to the fact
that most of the telecom industry cache higher amount
of data, with an ever increasing stock of customers in a
highly competing scenario. In the telecom industry, the
customers have their own rights of switching between
service providers and they are able to select from among
numerous service providers. As a result, the average
churn rate in telecom industry is experiencing, the newly
evolved problem of retaining the customers which has
become one of the major issues to be handled by them.
Association Rule Mining task within a Corporate
Privacy-Preserving (ARM-CPP)1 framework analyzed
the association rule mining task to protect privacy and
ensure scalability. However the churn in this system is
unable to cluster resulting in computational complexity.
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Multivariate Reconstructed Phase Space (MRPS)2system
identified multiple temporal patterns to provide feasibility
and effectiveness of the approach using Gaussian Mixture
Model Classification (GMMC) though the relationship
between multiple temporal patterns was analyzed but an
effective method for churn analysis was not performed.
A churn management model was designed in 3using
Partial Least Square (PLS) optimization with the motive
of providing a prediction and classification model.
Another method was presented in4 called the partial
prediction of churn using logistic regression pattern
for effective classification of churner and non-churner.
However, sequential information was obtained using
Markovian transition matrices with little focus on
sequence alignment. A comparative analysis was made
in5 using Decision Tree (DT), Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Pruning
to Produce Error Reduction (PPER) to provide the best
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churn prediction model. Experiments conducted using
the four methods gave a track record that ensemble
methods were better than base learners.
Numerous service providers in the telecom industry
are heavily concerned with the churn prediction and the
probability of its occurrences. The activities related to
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) work with
the main aim of increasing the lifetime of a customer
with a specific service provider. In6, Self Organizing Maps
(SOM) and Genetic Programming (GP) were applied to
improve the retention of the customer using enhanced
classification tree. However, the most influencing factors
for churn were not concentrated. With the motive of
identifying the influential factors for churn, a Multi
Layer Perceptron (MLP) was applied in7 for constructing
efficient churn classification models. One another method
was introduced in8 to analyze the influential factors using
fuzzy correlation analysis.
The fuzzy correlation analysis was proved to be efficient
with respect to optimal retention timing. Yet another
method for post-paid customer segment was designed
in9 and measures were taken to analyze the churn rate.
A hybrid churn prediction model using Neighborhood
Cleaning Rules (NCR) and Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) was introduced in10 to improve the accuracy and
actual churn rate. Though accuracy was improved, an
efficient differentiation between churners and nonchurners were not carried out. A new framework11 to
examine and predict the churn rate in social network was
analyzed by constructing a customer network model to
differentiate between churners and non-churners. A new
prediction model was presented in12 with the objective
of improving the customer retention strategy using data
mining techniques.
Many companies have established a good rapport
with their valued customers and through different types
of transactions and gather numerous amounts of data. In
order to increase the retention rate, the companies even
obtain demographic attributes, by identifying prospective
customers and their requirements. In this manner, a
method to accurately predict the data was introduced in13
using Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).
Another framework using Bayesian network was
designed in14 with the objective of effective identification
of churn through Six Sigma Methodology. However, the
operating cost for prediction was not considered. To
address this issue, an effective Genetic Programming (GP)
model was introduced in15 to enhance the robustness of
2
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the design using customer based features. But, the cost
related to retain the customer was not addressed.
As a result in16, a hybrid model including K-Means
Clustering and Genetic Programming was introduced for
the effective classification of customers into churners and
non-churners. However, customer-oriented strategies
were less focused in the hybrid model. Random forest
and boosted tree techniques17 were introduced to address
customer-oriented strategies rather than product-oriented
and to improve the rate of sensitivity and specificity. But,
churn factors with respect to cluster and retention rate
remained unaddressed.
Since its origin, the area of Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery has come with many solutions to
solve numerous practical issues. In18, decision support
system was constructed for efficient identification of churn
prediction in Telecommunication Company. However,
with respect to scalability, the churn prediction remained
unsolved. A Neural Network model19 to predict the
customer churn with respect to scalability was included
for non-steady customer state. However, issues related to
dimensionality reduction remained unsolved. To address
dimensionality reduction, a new rule algorithm on the
basis of rough set theory was introduced in20 to increase
the positive predictive value and frequency.
Technological Changes in Telecom Sector21 provides
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) such that
changes in the approach to various customers are taken
place to achieve fast and better service to end users.
However, predatory pricing leads to harmful for the
sectors. Instead of using voice and messaging (SMS),
Telecom Service Providers offer Over the Top (OTT)
Services22 to solve the issues related to mobile data traffic
and data revenue. However, the investment required for
such an approach is high.
By using K-Means Clustering Algorithms23, machine
learning and pattern recognition are performed for
discovering the unknown knowledge. Though the
distance among clusters is increased and distance within
cluster is decreased, there is no detailed information
about accident, scene and damaged personal information.
Based on the aforementioned techniques and
methods, in this work, with the objective of identifying
the fault and constraint prediction for churns in telecom
industry, an efficient Semi-supervised Constraint based
Churn Clustering (SCCC) method is presented. The
contributions of Semi-supervised Constraint based
Churn Clustering (SCCC) method includes the following:
Indian Journal of Science and Technology
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•

Technically, an efficient method called the Semisupervised Constraint based Churn Clustering
(SCCC) has beenproposed to cluster the churn items
(i.e. issues or faults) in the telecom communication
industry.
• To improve the support rate on predicting the churn
in SCCC method using Semi-supervised learning
method that efficiently account with labeled data
items and helps in easy identification of churns,
both involuntary and voluntary churn in the telecom
industry were used.
• To improve the clustering efficiency using PCK
Mean based Clustering with the aid of Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm that identifies the
cluster labels and measure the distance for easy
grouping of faults set.
• To significantly reduce the execution time for
performing an efficient guiding operation by
satisfying the pair wise constraints using PCK Mean
based Clustering that directly maps similar type
of issues in the specific cluster with fast traversal
procedure.
• To increase the rate of accuracy using Constraint
based Cluster Membership that effectively performs
high churns clustering based on the relative pairing
of users.
An efficient Semi-supervised Constraint based
Churn Clustering in telecom industry is provided in the
forthcoming section.

2. Semi-Supervised Constraint
based Churn Clustering in
Telecom Industry
In this section, a brief explanation is given on Semisupervised Constraint based Churn Clustering (SCCC)
method for easy prediction of faults and constraints
in telecom industry. Telecommunication specifically
depends on the electromagnetic waves and the main
objective is to identify the customer churn (i.e. faults or
issues). The goal of SCCC method is to cluster similar
types of issues and optimize the system effectively. The
telecommunication service provider identifiesproficient
and effective tools to predict customer churn.The
objective of theSemi-supervised Constraint based Churn
Clustering is to obtain the customer telecommunication
function. Then the function is used to gain knowledge
Vol 9 (33) | September 2016 | www.indjst.org

about the issues using the semi-supervised learning.
The learning procedure is followed continuously
and similar type of churns is grouped together for
effective functioning. The data mining tool used for the
churn identification and clustering is shown in Figure
1.The customers in the telecom industry often change
their subscription due to higher amount of churns (i.e.
faults or issues). Churn is also said to occur whenever a
customer changes the account.The SCCC method applies
data mining techniques using effective prediction and
clustering of different type of churn.The data mining
process in SCCC method applies the learning procedure
todiscover the customer behavior in telecom industry.
The overall architecture diagram of describing the
identification and clustering of churn in the telecom
industry is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Data mining tool based representation of
telecom industry.
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Figure 2. Architecture diagram of SCCC method.
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As shown in Figure 2, each user (i.e. customer) uses
different type of telecom industry to accomplish their
communication. The data items of different telecom
industry are taken for the experimental work. In the
telecommunication industry, SCCC method provides
broad definition for the churns on customer service.
Service provider is validated to find whether churn arises
in the communication path using data mining techniques.
The customer initiated churn during the service is first
identified using the semi-supervised learning. Then the
semi-supervised learning tasks make use of the unlabeled
items.
Semi-supervised learning easily identifies the
involuntary and voluntary churns and then grouping is
carried out on the proposed work using the PCK Mean
based Clustering. The PCK Mean based Clustering in
SCCC method uses the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm, where the parameter enables the system to
easily group with minimal execution time. EM easily
identifies the cluster label and the distance metrics. The
cluster membership function isdeveloped to predict
easily the timing factor taken to analyze the churns in the
telecom industry. For instance, in the telecom industry,
the customer changes the service center, accounts and
plan types and also the billing options such as online
and offline. These services churn (i.e. faults and issues
are identified) and occurrence of the churn in the
communication line is identified in an efficient manner.

2.1 Semi-supervised Learning Method

To start with, a semi-supervised learning method is
administered in SCCC to support and identify the churn.
Both high and normal churn in the telecom industry is
easily identified based on the services. Semi-supervised
learning is related with supervised and unsupervised
position. The information is associated for analyzing
the customer previous services on the particular
telecommunication path. Let us assume the unlabeled
data item as () for which the semi-supervised learning ‘’
is provided.
The semi-supervised learning method in SCCC makes
use of larger unlabeled data items and smaller amount of
labeled data items.To perform both unlabeled and labeled
data items, a Semi-supervised inductive learning is used
in SCCC methodand is formularized as:
SSLearning = mapping (L (In→C)			

4
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(1)

From (1), a semi-supervised learning ‘’ consists of ‘’ set.
All the unlabeled data items ‘’ are viewed with the learned
(i.e. labeled) procedure to identify the churns in the
telecommunication line. The voluntary and involuntary
churns on the customer services are noted and then the
quantitative data semi-supervised learning tool is used to
understand customer category of learning, where most of
the input is self-evidently unlabeled.

2.2 PCK Mean based Clustering

Once the churns are identified using Semi-supervised
learning, it has to be categorized in a significant manner
and similar faults have to be grouped for easy prediction
in telecom industry.The SCCC method uses PCK Mean
based Clustering where K-Means clustering withpair wise
constraints is performed. The pair wise constraints in
SCCC method are checked for easy clustering of similar
churns.Let us consider that ‘’ is the set of the subscriptions
with the ‘’ links where the links are used as the centroid
of cluster in telecom industry and ‘’ partitions the churns
for easy clustering of the churn(i.e. faults or issue) with
cluster label. The objective function with the cluster label
in SCCC method is described as:
PCKclusterlabel = ∑I∈cluster(|In-μIn|2MIn -log(det MIn)

(2)

In (2), the cluster label is measured on the Item ‘’
count where ‘’ is the centroid of the cluster with different
set of customer service action churns in telecom industry
and ‘’ is the matrix metric of the cluster. The pair wise
constraint is fixed and the logarithmic form is determined
with matrix determinant factor.The cluster is labeled
in the K-Means form to attainhigher efficiency rate.
The clustered label with pair wise objective function
constraints helps to easily separate each item from the
overall set of functions.
The clustered label is used for measuring the distance
metric value based on pair wiselimitation procedure
inthe proposed telecom industry. Pair wise constraints
effectively represent the user’s issues or faults view of
similarity in the telecom industry domain. The distance
metric is computed on the space where the clusters are
sufficiently separated. SCCC method formularizes the
distance metric as:
DistanceMetric = sqrt [(Ci -μIn)2+ (Cj -μIn)2]

(3)
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In (3), the distance metric is measured with the
original data items for measuring the distance between
the cluster objects ‘’ and ‘’. The cluster is discovered using
the grouping of similar semi-learning of telecom data. The
centroid of the cluster is measured where similar type of
all clusters are measured and then summed up to measure
the overall distance metric space in SCCC method.

2.2.1 Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm
The expectation and maximization step is carried out
together in SCCC method to provide an improved
clustering of the churns.Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm enables the system to easily group the churn in
telecom industry with minimal execution time. EM easily
identifies the cluster label and the distance metrics. EM
Algorithm is converged and it is described in step by step
procedure.
//Expectation MaximizationAlgorithm
Begin
Step 1:Optimal bound of clustering identified churn in
telecom industry.
Step 2:Clustering based on PC K-Means procedure.
Step 3: Perform expectation.
Step 3.1: E[C (I)] = P (Current Cluster | Expectation
Count].
Step 4: Perform maximization.
Step 4.1: M[C (I)] = argmax E (C [I]) + log P value.
Step 5: Observed data items are discrete in structureand
perform clustering to identify the churn set.
End
The SCCC method measures the execution time
using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm.
The expectation ‘E’ of the cluster for ‘I’ user items is used
to compute the current cluster based on the expectation
count in the telecom industry for varying shifting service
centers. Similarly, the next step, named maximization
procedure ‘M’ of the cluster with ‘I’ itemsmaximizes the
clustering efficiency with minimal time rate. The same set
of procedural links is used for identifying and measuring
all types of the churn (i.e. voluntary and involuntary
churn) clustering using the EM algorithm.

2.3 Constraint based Cluster Membership

Finally, a Constraint based Cluster Membership
function is developed to predict easily the timing factor
taken to analyze the churns in the telecom industry.
The membership value helps to easily predict the set
Vol 9 (33) | September 2016 | www.indjst.org

of users who is actively taking part with the churns in
telecommunication.The cluster membership count is
formalized as:
ClusterMembership = C[I1,I2,…,In]			

(4)

The clusters members are used for easy prediction
of the time factor, where the user items services in the
telecommunication are noted. The cluster churns with the
membership rate is noted for various participants with the
set rule ‘0’ or ‘1’. The churn system is represented in the
form of ‘1’, if it is predicted to be true. Otherwise, all the
other sets are zero. The overall system communication on
various services set in SCCC method is shown in Figure 3.
Participants in Tele
Communication

PC K-means
Clustering

Churn occurrence
oncertain user service

Cluster
Membership
Function

Figure 3. Design of constrain based cluster
membership function.

Cluster membership function uses the discrete set of
items (i.e. countable number of infinite steps) for easy way
of predicting the time factor on churn clustering. Pair wise
constraint propagation is used to easily identify clustering
rate with better performance that is based on the cluster
membership function for various service providers.

3. Experimental Evaluation
Semi-supervised Constraint based Churn Clustering
(SCCC) method uses the JAVA platform. This JAVA
platform uses the code to identify the churns in telecom
industry.The SCCC method uses a churn dataset (URL:
https://www.sgi.com/tech/mlc/db/churn.data) for the
experimental work.
Semi-supervised Constraint based Churn Clustering
(SCCC) method compares the work with the existing
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system such as Association Rule Mining taskwithin a
Corporate Privacy-Preserving (ARM-CPP)1framework
and
Multivariate
Reconstructed
Phase
Space
2
(MRPS) system. Experiment is conducted on factors
such assupport rate on predicting the churn, clustering
efficiency, execution time and accuracy.
The support rate on predicting the churn measures
the number of subscribers who move out over a period of
time. The churn rate is the ratio of number of subscribers
during a specific month to the average number of
subscribers during the month (i.e. the subscribers during
the start of the month and end of the month). It is
measured in terms of percentage (%).
CR =

No .ofsubscribers mth
( No .ofsubscriberssmth + No .ofsubscribersemth ) / 2

						
(5)
Clustering efficiency in SCCC is measured on the basis
of expectation and maximization process. It is measured
in terms of percentage (%).Execution time using SCCC
method measures the time taken to obtain the current
cluster based on the expectation count and easily group
the churn in the telecom industry. It is measured in terms
of milliseconds (ms). The execution time to group the
churn is formalized as:
ET=Time{E[C(I) ]+ M[C(I) ]}			

(6)

Accuracy using SCCC method measures the ratio
of number of correct predictions to the total number of
predictions.
A=

No.ofcorrectpredictions 			
Tota ln umberofpredictions

(7)

Table 1. Tabulation for support rate
on predicting the churn
No. of
Subscribers
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

Support Rate on
Predicting the Churn (%)
SCCC ARM-CPP MRPS
63.13
55.10
45.05
69.25
61.22
51.17
62.19
55.41
45.36
73.19
71.16
61.11
75.44
64.41
54.36
78.52
68.49
58.44
85.82
72.79
62.74

Figure 4 illustrates the support rate on predicting the
churn based on subscribers using churn data. The proposed
SCCC method performs relatively well when compared to
two other methods Association Rule Mining task within
a Corporate Privacy-Preserving (ARM-CPP)1framework
and Multivariate Reconstructed Phase Space (MRPS)2
system. The support rate on predicting the churn with
respect to the number of subscribers is improved with
the application of Semi-supervised learning method. By
applying Semi-supervised learning method in SCCC
method, the customer previous services are analyzed on
the specific telecommunication path using both larger and
smaller unlabeled data items resulting in the improvement
of support rate on predicting the churn rate by 2-15 %
compared to ARM-CPP. In addition using SCCC method,
effective mapping of unlabeled data items to churns are
performed with the aid of Semi-supervised learning
method that efficiently understand the customer category
of learning and therefore improves the support rate on
predicting the churn by 16-28 % compared to MRPS.

4. Results Analysis of SCCC
The Semi-supervised Constraint based Churn Clustering
(SCCC) is compared against the existing Association
Rule Mining task within a Corporate Privacy-Preserving
(ARM-CPP)1framework and Multivariate Reconstructed
Phase Space (MRPS)2system.
Table 1 evaluates the Support rate on predicting the
churn in terms of percentage achieved with different
number of subscribers ranging from 10 to 70 and
comparison is made with the two existing methods
namely, ARM-CPP1and MRPS2using the churn dataset.
Figure 4. Impact of support rate on predicting the churn.
6
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Table 2 represents the comparison results of clustering
efficiency and performance with 70 subscribers considered
for experimental purpose by applying the real world.
The targeting results of clustering efficiency using SCCC
method with two state-of-the-art methods ARM-CPP1
and MRPS2 is presented in Figure 5 for visual comparison.
The proposed mechanism differs from the ARM-CPP1 and
MRPS2and theSCCC method is incorporated with PCK
Mean based Clustering using Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm to easily extend the determination factor
and by tuning the churn observed grouped into clusters,
rate of clustering efficiency increases the number of
churns being identified in telecom industry.
Table 2. Tabulation for clustering efficiency
Method
SCCC
ARM-CPP
MRPS

Clustering Efficiency (%)
83.88
74.12
68.43

Table 3. Tabulation for execution time
No. of
Subscribers
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

Execution Time (ms)
SCCC ARM-CPP MRPS
0.132
0.143
0.150
0.141
0.152
0.159
0.148
0.159
0.166
0.135
0.146
0.153
0.158
0.169
0.176
0.132
0.143
0.150
0.143
0.154
0.161

To explore the influence of execution time on SCCC
method, the experiments were performed by varying the
number of subscribers as depicted in Figure 6. It also
shows that the SCCC method shows competitive results
with the state-of-the-art methods, namely ARM-CPP1 and
MRPS2respectively. To reduce the execution time in Semisupervised Constraint based Churn Clustering (SCCC)
method by constructing an efficient EM algorithm. With
the application of EM algorithm, the pair wise constraint
map similar issues in the specific cluster, minimizing
the execution time by 7-8% compared to ARM-CPP. In
addition, the SCCC method uses Expectation for efficient
identification of current cluster based on the expectation
count for varying shifting service center and maximization
procedure ‘M’ that improves the clustering efficiency with
minimal time rate by 11-13 compared to MRPS.

Figure 5. Impact of clustering efficiency.

The pair wise constraints are efficiently performed
using PCK Mean based Clustering where centroid of
cluster is used for easy clustering of the churn. This helps
in improving the clustering efficiency. Furthermore, the
objective function defined in (2), uses logarithmic form
to determine matrix determinant factor aim to attain
higher clustering efficiency rate in SCCC by 56% and 68%
when compared to ARM-CPP and MRPS respectively.
In Table 3 the execution time for identifying the churn
in telecom industry using expectation and maximization
factor with the aid of churn data is examined. The
experiments were conducted using the cluster with 70
subscribers taken into consideration for experimental
purpose which is evaluated in terms of milliseconds (ms).

Vol 9 (33) | September 2016 | www.indjst.org

Figure 6. Impact of execution time.

The results of 70 different subscribers and the impact
of accuracy are listed in Table4. As listed in Table4, the
SCCC method measures the accuracy while providing
numerous predictions for telecom industry which is
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measured in terms of percentage (%). The accuracy using
SCCC offers comparable values than the state-of-the-art
methods.
Table 4. Tabulation for accuracy
No. of
subscribers
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

SCCC
71.33
74.29
65.13
68.47
78.23
81.41
85.33

Accuracy (%)
ARM-CPP
64.30
67.26
56.10
61.44
71.20
73.38
78.30

MRPS
59.25
62.21
51.05
56.39
65.15
68.33
73.25

Lastly, the accuracy to measure the correct number
of predictions is evaluated via number of subscribers
with a queue size of 10 to 70. From the Figure 7 it is
illustrative that the proposed SCCC method potentially
yields better results than existing ARM-CPP1 and
MRPS2. The significant results achieved using SCCC
method is because of the application of Constraint based
Cluster Membership. The Constraint based Cluster
Membership in Semi-supervised Constraint based
Churn Clustering (SCCC) method analyses the churns
using the membership count for various participants
improving the accuracy rate by 8-10 % compared to
ARM-CPP. In addition, the cluster membership function
uses the discrete set of items for easy prediction of churn
improving the accuracy using SCCC method by 14-21 %
compared to MRPS respectively.

in telecom industry is examined and an efficient Semisupervised Constraint based Churn Clustering (SCCC)
method is proposed to achieve support rate on predicting
the churn and to minimize the execution time. It
is shownhow different subscribers can be used in a
ubiquitous fashion to drastically reduce the time taken
to execute the expectation and maximization procedure
to identify the predictions in telecom industry.Also
studied how this reduction in execution time translates
into clustering efficiency and optimal number of churns
being developed in the telecom industry. It is further
shown, the attainable performance gains of the proposed
strategy in terms of clustering efficiency that can achieve
well above 10% compared with the state-of-the-art
methods. Moreover, with the application of Expectation
Maximization algorithms further increases the support
rate on predicting the churn. It utilized Semi-supervised
learning methodand PCK Mean based Clustering using
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithmthat results
in marginal improvements in increasing the support
rate on churns according to the size of subscribers. It
has beenconsidered how pair wise constraint map could
prove beneficial in attaining clustering efficiency while
maintaining the execution time taken for predicting
the churns for different subscribers.Performance results
reveal that the proposed SCCC method provides higher
support rate on prediction and clustering efficiency and
also strengthen the overall method by applying churn
data set. Compared to the existing methods, the proposed
SCCC method outperforms the state-of-art works in
terms of execution time, accuracy, clustering efficiency
and support rate on predicting the churns in telecom
industry.
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